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 In a way, it’s odd to write of 
Durrell on an autumn afternoon in 
Louisiana. While I’m lucky to live 
merely an hour from two other 
Society members and even to have 
attended a Durrell conference 
in my own state, Lawrence Dur-
rell’s writing and the International 
Lawrence Durrell Society for me 
have always signaled elsewhere: 
to Louisville and Victoria, Paris and 
London, Rhodes and Crete. Four 
months have passed since we met 
on the last of these, and I’m still 
delighted by the chance to have 
spent time with many of you in a 
day’s panels, over lunch, and on 
the bus through Crete’s rugged ter-
rain. Thank yous are due to all of 
our participants. Thank you, Anna, 
Anne, Linda, and others, who 
brought the conference together. 
Thank you, everyone who made it 
both real and fantastic. The Inter-
national Lawrence Durrell Society 
embodies the best of the kinds of 
things an academic society can be, 
and our conferences provide the 
greatest reminders of this truth.

 On Crete, the Society voted 
for a new executive board. Over 
the past two years, Linda Rashidi 
modeled the presidency flaw-
lessly and tirelessly, and we’re glad 
she’ll still be an active member of 

the executive board as a previous 
president. After working with Linda 
as the Society’s vice president the 
past two years, I’m honored to be 
stepping into the role of president, 
but I’m especially relieved to know 
she’s just a phone call or email 
away. It will be a lot of work, but 
the Society has a strong board to 
draw on. Our new Vice President is 
Pamela Francis, who is no stranger 
to any of us; her work on The Her-
ald has helped keep us together 
for a number of years. Paul Lorenz 
stays on as the Society’s Secretary/
Treasurer; his abiding ability to 
keep us organized and on track has 
been indispensable. Grace Austin, 
Isabelle Keller-Privat, and Charles 
Sligh join the executive board as 
at-large members, and they evince 
the depth of Society strengths: 
Grace’s ideas of growth represent 
truly innovative thinking for the So-
ciety; Isabelle’s designs for accessi-
ble scholarship will open up worlds 
of available research; and Charles’s 
work on the Society’s upcoming 
panels in Louisville shows the same 
skill he exercised in planning the 
2012 centenary. I can really only 
gesture to the rich contributions 
everyone here provides to the So-
ciety, and I’m pleased to work with 
them.

 I’m pleased, too, to work 
with existing society members 
and to welcome newcomers. As I 
learned at my first Durrell confer-
ence on Rhodes, ILDS members 
have many things going for them:

1. Society members are wel-
coming. I arrived on Rhodes know-
ing only Richard Hood, the profes-
sor whose passion introduced a 
generation of my classmates to 
Durrell’s writing. Once on Rhodes, 

I got to know many others, includ-
ing professors, students, lawyers, 
and librarians, among others. I left 
the island feeling part of some-
thing much bigger, with many new 
friends and new personalities to 
apply to names I knew only from 
the library.

2. Society members have long 
histories with one another. On 
Rhodes, attendees reminisced of 
the most recent gathering in Ot-
tawa. They talked fondly of time in 
Corfu and Cincinnati. They spoke 
warmly of friends who didn’t make 
it to Rhodes, and they made plans 
for the next time they’d get to 
spend time together. I left with the 
hopes of seeing everyone at the 
next conference, if not sooner.

3. They have a deep passion 
for and understanding of Dur-
rell’s writing. Sitting in sessions or 
talking with others as we walked 
down the Avenue of the Knights 
or around the Villa Cleobolus, I 
couldn’t help but feel inspired and 
impressed and intimidated. These 
people saw things I hadn’t seen! 
They knew things I didn’t know! 
They did things I’d never even 
thought of! When I went home, I 
took with me lists of things to read 
next--and new contact information 
for people with whom to discuss 
them!  

4. Finally, Society members 
play nearly as hard as they work. 
I’m not certain by what means I 
made it to the airport early on the 
morning after the last night of the 
conference, but I know how I did 
it: feeling poorly. There’s a tav-
erna by the sea that serves ouzo 
long past closing time on nights 
when Greece qualifies for the 
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UEFA finals. A few of us left Greece 
with incredible memories and 
some dimmer ones.

 All of these are still true. 
With such consistency, it’s strange 
to think of how much has passed 
in so little time since then, just as 
it’s exciting to think of what’s yet 
in store. This fall, North Americans 
have enjoyed catching up to the 
rest of the world with The Dur-
rells on Corfu on television. And 
the Society will soon get started 
on planning the 2018 conference, 
for which this issue of the Herald 
includes a call for proposals. More-
over, big changes are coming to 
the Society website, for which we’ll 
all need to be a little more patient. 
Finally, for the Louisville Confer-
ence of Literature and Culture 
since 1900, Charles has organized 
two great-looking, Society-spon-
sored panels, once again bringing 
together some new faces and old. 
We look forward to all of these, 
and we look forward to working 
out what else is in the pipeline, 
too.

 Just as we move forward, 
we leave some things behind. 
Those members who have partici-
pated on the listserv might have 
noticed that it is no longer active. 
In truth, we’ve been outgrowing 
the technology behind the listserv 
for a few years now, and it has with 
time become a distraction from 
the work it was meant to serve. 
We recommend to users that they 
move the discussion elsewhere—
for example, to Facebook, where 
Pamela keeps up the public group, 
or to Twitter, where Charles main-
tains an active presence with @
DurrellSociety. With 130 members 
in the first of these and 1,600 fol-
lowers of the latter, these groups 
serve far more active participants 
than the listserv, and they’re a 
vibrant means to reach outward 
beyond the invisible walls of what 
could otherwise become an echo 
chamber.

 With so much in the works, 
I want the Society to reach new 
members and to serve them wher-
ever they are—not just in Canada 
or the U.S., but in France, Turkey, 
and Greece, in Japan and India, in 
Denmark and Germany, and else-
where. We have a lot ahead of us. I 
look forward to receiving proposals 
for the 2018 conference and work-
ing with organizers for the next 
time many of us will see each oth-
er in person. I look forward, too, to 
seeing some of the Society at the 
Louisville conference in February, 
and, whether by email, Twitter, or 
Facebook, I hope to hear from you.

A Note from your    
Editor-
Greetings, all! Albania is a long 
way from Louisiana, but this issue 
has given me an opportunity to 
revisit this beautiful and obscure 
country. After saying goodbye to 
all the OMGers (new and old!) and 
Crete (my favortie Greek isle), fel-
low Durrellian Aljaz Groselj, and 
I flew into Tirana, loaded up an 
SUV, and headed out to explore 
the Balkan peninsula. Starting our 
trek in southern Albania, we chan-
neled Edward Lear, reading pas-
sages from his delightful Journals 
of a Landscape Painter in Greece and 
Albania. We took some roads--for 
instance, the route from the stun-
ningly beautiful city of Gjirokaster 
to the castle city of Berat--that we 
were certain had not been updated 
since the days of Ali Pasha.

We eventually made it to Mace-
donia and the geologically unique 
Lake Ohrid, then drove through 
Kosovo. On all of our routes we 
saw memorials from the Balkan 
wars of the 1990’s, and I spent a 
great deal of my windshield time 

trying to make sense of the ethnic 
alliances and animosities that led 
to the horrors commemorated in 
those memorials. 

My ultimate goal was to get a 
sense of the experiences of Edith 
Durham, the Edwardian traveler 
who lived among and wrote about 
the fierce tribes living in the Alba-
nian Alps. Unlike Edward Lear, 
who was apparently unknown 
amongst most Albanians, the 
name “Edith Durham” sparked 
numerous responses—all posi-
tive—among the Albanians in the 
northern part of the country. Aljaz, 
ever-resourceful and never shy, 
managed to round up several na-
tive informants, so to speak, and I 
was able to record some useful in-
terviews. But the real research gold 
mine was right there in our own 
hotel in Shkodër: the owners of 
the lovely Hotel Tradita were real 
Durham aficionados, and had been 
instrumental not only in renaming 
their street Edith Durham Boule-
vard,       (cont’d on p. 14)

On top of the world: at the Edith 
Durham Memorial, Theth, Albania. 
Pamela with PUPPIES at Metohi 

Katehaki
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Threading the Labyrinth:
World War II and the 

Greek World

On Miracle Ground XIX begins!                            

Upper left: Outgoing President Linda Rashidi 
introduces our three keynote speakers, Mi-

chael Haag, Ian MacNiven, and Chris White.                                                                                   
Above: Michael Haag opens 

with “Setting the Scene.”                                                                                   
Left: OMG newcomer Brian Sneeden from 

UConn speaks on “the violence of memory” in the 
poetry of George Seferis and Lawrence Durrell.

Conference Organizer 
Anna Lillios could not have 

picked a more beautiful 
venue for our opening ban-

quet. The reception offered 
something a little different: 

sea urchin shooters! Dinner 
was a bit more traditional and 

quite lovely!
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New and 

Noteworthy

News from 
Brown County:
We haven’t gotten to see much of  
Normajean MacLeod lately; the 
drive to Louisville is brutal for any 
one trying to brave the drive from 
Indiana in deepest February and 
Normajean is, well, of  a certain age.  
But that is not to say that Norma-
jean hasn’t kept busy, as her recent 
publication in Nexus: The International 
Henry Miller Journal demonstrates. 

In this essay, Normajean gives at-
tention to Daphne Moschos Gil-
lam Fraenkel, wife of  artist Michael 
Fraenkel. While Michael Fraenkel 
has been identified as an early influ-
ence on Henry Miller, Normajean 
was drawn to the life of  Daphne 
when a trip to the archives of  the 
Indianapolis Museum of  Art, specif-
ically the Onya La Tour diaries held 
there, yielded correspondence and 
other evidence of  her own parents’ 
relationship with the Fraenkels. 

The rumor is that Normajean will 
be joining us in Louisville this Feb-
ruary. We certainly hope so! Her 
essay can be found in Nexus: the 
Henry Miller Literary Journal, Vol. 11, 
2016. You may order the issue from 
nexusmiller.org, or from Dr. James 
Decker, ed. Nexus, 807 E. Jefferson 
St., Washington, IL 61571.

Society News:
The new President of  the Interna-
tional Lawrence Durrell Society has 
filled you in on our newest executive 
board, and while many members are 
already familiar with most of  the 
Board, we’d like to give a special wel-
come to our newest Board member, 
Dr. Grace Austin. However, we’d 
like to further note that Grace is 
also our newest Life Member of  the 
Society! I know all of  you join me in 
a big welcome to Grace, and I know 
we on the Board are looking forward 
to hearing her fresh ideas--and put-
ting her organizational skills to work! 
Grace has been a frequent partici-
pant in On Miracle Ground, and it’s 
certain she will hit the ground run-
ning as we prepare for OMG XX!

If  you are interested in becoming 
a Life Member of  the Society, 
please contact our Treasurer-Secre-
tary, Paul Lorenz, at paullorenz@
sbcglobal.net .

In Digital Humanities...
One of  the ongoing projects of  the 
ILDS is a promotion of  Durrell 
studies through electronic and other 
non-print sources. “Digital Humani-
ties” covers a variety of  media and 
topics; for instance, former ILDS 
President, Anna Lillios, is the editor 
of  the Zora Neale Hurston Electronic 
Archive at http://chdr.cah.ucf.edu/
hurstonarchive, an electronic ar-
chive that provides lists and links to 
resources as well as scans of  some 
of  Hurston’s manuscripts. Pamela 
Francis has worked on the the Travel-
ers in the Middle East Archive (http://
timea.rice.edu/) as well. Recently, 
our newly elected president, James 
Clawson, attended and presented at 
the Chicago Colloquium on Digi-
tal Humanities and Computer 
Science. Here he expanded on the 
use of  a tool he demonstrated in his 
presentation at OMG XIX, TopicK-
it. His paper title, “Who’s Afraid of  
Topic Modeling? Proposing a Col-
laborative Workflow (with Virginia 
Woolf)” points to one of  the more 
important uses of  digital humanities, 
that of  establishing collaborative 
workspaces. James has promised that 
he will expand the preliminary work 
he shared with us in Crete when he 
presents in Louisville in February.

Normajean MacLeod presents a 
copy of Nexus to Indianapolis             

Museum of Art archivist             
Samantha Norling. 

James Clawson in Chicago,          
demonstrating the use of TopicKit.

More New and Noteworthy on p. 8
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On Miracle Ground XX 

Summer 2018

The Executive Board of the International Lawrence Durrell Society requests preliminary pro-
posals from members interested in organizing or hosting the conference that the Society will 
sponsor in summer 2018: “On Miracle Ground XX.”

Any proposal should address the reasons why the location is particularly suitable for a confer-
ence devoted to Durrell and study of his work, including what makes it attractive to or conve-
nient for potential attendees. A proposal should also identify those who would undertake plan-
ning and implementing local arrangements for the conference and describe their qualifications, 
interests, and availability.

The Executive Board will respond to statements of interests as promptly as possible and will 
provide assistance as needed in the preparation of formal proposals that, in addition to the in-
formation described above, also cover the following points: 

1) Possible dates

2) Transportation, both getting there and getting around during the conference

3) Description of possible meeting sites, including location and suitability

4) Possibilities for sponsorship by institutions or organizations

5) Quality and availability of hotel rooms, restaurants, and other facilities

Final proposals should include estimates of expenses (a tentative budget) and possible sources 
for funding (grants and donations).

Please send statements of interest to James Clawson, ILDS president, by email attachment at 
clawson@gmail.com as soon as possible or by 15 December 2016. Formal proposals will be 

due by 30 January 2017.
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More Chart Room on p. 14

       The Durrell Library of  Corfu 
has announced the publication of  
an unfinished novel by Lawrence 
Durrell. Written after the appear-
ance of  The Alexandria Quartet, The 
Placebo: An Attic Comedy can be read 
as something of  a trial run for Tunc 
and Nunquam, the two novels that 
followed. The book will be edited 
by Richard Pine and David Roessel 
and published by London’s Colenso 
Books for the Durrell Library. See 
https://durrelllibrarycorfu.word-
press.com/news/ for further infor-
mation about this exciting project.

      The Durrells in Corfu, an ITV pro-
duction based on Gerald’s trilogy of  
books about his childhood on the 
Greek island, has been a hit in the 
United Kingdom and was recently 
released in Australia. By the time you 
read this issue of  The Herald, it will 
also have been released in the United 
States by PBS on television and 
DVD. In further developments, Pro-
file Books is scheduled to publish 
The Durrells of  Corfu by Michael Haag 
to coincide with the broadcast of  a 
second television series in 2017.

      

     Sweet-Voiced Sappho collects trans-
lations of  the poet and a dozen 
pieces by other ancient Greek fig-
ures from the Durrells’ close friend 
Theodore Stephanides. The book is 
edited by Anthony Hirst and pub-
lished by Colenso Books. Copies 
are available through Amazon or 
directly from the publisher. Colenso 
has announced that the collection 
“is intended to be the first of  many 
volumes” by Stephanides that it ex-
pects to republish or publish for the 
first time, including his complete war 
memoirs. Write Colenso at colenso-
books@gmail.com for details.

 

       September saw the produc-
tion of  Anaïs, A Dance Opera at the 
Greenway Court Theatre in Los 
Angeles. The work of  composer 
Cindy Shapiro and choreographer 
Janet Roston, the opera featured vo-
calist Marisa Matthews and dancer 
Micaela DePauli, and involved the 
projection of  selections from Anaïs 
Nin’s works onto a screen as well 
as recordings of  the author herself  
reading from her diary.

       And speaking of  that famous 
work, Ohio University Press is 
scheduled to publish Anita Jarczok’s 
Writing an Icon: Celebrity Culture and 
the Invention of  Anaïs Nin in January. 
Nin’s multi-volume diary, says the 
publisher, has been “the principal 
vehicle through which her image 
has been mediated.” Jarczok teaches 
American literature and contempo-
rary cultural theory at the University 
of  Bielsko-Biała in Poland.

 

       The Greek Poet Cavafy and His-
tory by Spyros Tzouvelis has  been 
published by Cambridge Scholars. 
Translated by Panos Karagiorgos, 
the book evaluates Cavafy’s historical 
poems and includes new translations 
of  several of  his best-known works, 
including “Ithaca,” “Expecting the 
Barbarians,” and “The City.” As 
mentioned in May’s issue of  The Her-
ald, Karagiorgos edited two previ-
ously unknown letters by Durrell for 
another Cambridge Scholars volume, 
Anglo-Hellenic Cultural Relations.

 Jan Morris, who wrote the 
introduction to the 2012 Faber edi-
tion of  The Alexandria Quartet, is the 
subject of  a new biography, Ariel, 
by Derek Johns from the same pub-
lisher. Johns discussed Morris for 
The Guardian on October 2 on the 
occasion of  her 90th birthday, prais-
ing her as “one of  the great British 
writers of  the postwar era.” You can 
read the entire article at https://
www.theguardian.com/books/2016/
oct/02/jan-morris-life-in-motion.

THE

CHART
ROOM

BY GROVE KOGER
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The Alexandria Quartet: 

An Exhibition of Paintings

by Andreas Georgiadis,

Based on the Work of 

Lawrence Durrell

Carob Mill Cultural Center

Panormo, Rethymnon

June 2016

 Those arriving early to Rethymnon on Sunday were treated to a special visit to the Carob Mill Cultural Cen-
ter for a special viewing of  an exhibit of  drawings based on the characters and locations in The Alexandria Quartet. 
But the viewing itself  was only half  the treat; what made this exhibit truly amazing was the “docent”--none other 
than the artist himself, Andreas Georgiadis. His sensitive reading of  Durrell is clearly transcribed onto the paper, 
and his works capture both the era and the characters in somber moments of  reflection, as in his Justine and Darley at 
Al Aktar coffee shop in Mohamed Aly Square.

 It’s easy to keep up with 
Andreas--he has a website which 
announces his exhibits. But nothing 
is like seeing his Alexandria work up 
close and personal, and I’m sorry 
that many of  our members did not 
get to attend the opening reception 
at the Carob Mill Cultural Center 
or didn’t get to visit with Andreas 
and hear the narratives that attend 
each carefully chosen Durrellian 
moment. Here we offer a small 
consolation: a brief  look at some of  
Andreas’ Quartet inspired offerings. 
Please enjoy, and please be sure to 
peruse Andreas’ website for other 
works, as well as notice of  his exhi-
bitions: http://ageorgiadis.gr/

(see more of  Andreas’ work on p. 14)

With careful use of ink on cotton paper, 
Andreas Georgiadis has caught singular 

moments in The Quartet, as in this after-
noon on Rue Cherif Pasha (above) and in 
the haunting Interior (Nessim’s House) 

(right). Justine, (upper right) is fashionable 
and haughty, yet bears a hint of distrust in 

her eyes. 
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New and Noteworthy 
cont’d

Digital Humanities, cont’d.
Well, since we’re on the topic, here 
are a few reminders of  some of  
internet resources that may be of  
interest:

As far as this reader and writer is 
concerned, the two holiest centers 
of  study for literature are the Brit-
ish Library and the Harry Ransom 
Center at the University of  Texas. 
Long before I ever dared dreamed 
of  getting up close and personal 
with the Durrell fonds at the BL, I 
walked into the Tower at UT and 
asked for --and received--a box of  
D. H. Lawrence’s notebooks, which I 
flipped through with more reverence 
than I could possibly have given to 
the nearby Gutenberg Bible, one of  
only 21 complete Gutenbergs left 
in the world, puchased in 1978 for 
the tune of  $2.4 MILLION. But 
since that first visit, long before they 
moved into their present home, the 
Ransom Center has made a point to 
acquire important modernist materi-
als. The James Joyce materials are 
particularly special finds, but the real 
treats are the vast materials from 
other lesser known but significant 
modernist writers. For instance, 
the Richard Aldington collection 
includes correspondence between 
Aldington and Pound, among oth-
ers. Surely there are some Durrell 
letters in there? Helpful entries on 

the collections allow researchers to 
do a good bit of  prep work before 
committing to a trip to the Lone 
Star State. But even without a spe-
cific research task in mind, a trip to 
the Ransom Center is worth it: an 
upcoming exhibition, titled “Stories 
to Tell: Selections from the Harry 
Ransom Center” features more than 
250 items including manuscripts of  
David Foster Wallace, Julia Alvarez, 
and Gabriel García Márquez, Henri 
Matisse’s Jazz, Sir Arthur Conan 
Doyle’s Ouija board and spirit pho-
tographs, and the hat that accompa-
nied the green curtain dress worn by 
Vivien Leigh in Gone With The Wind. 
If  you’d like to check out the Ald-
ington archive, here’s a link to the 
Center’s inventory: http://norman.
hrc.utexas.edu/fasearch/findingAid.
cfm?eadid=00005 For other infor-
mation about the center, contact 
http://www.hrc.utexas.edu

Anais Nin 
on the web...
Fans of  Anais Nin will want to 
check out this page:

http://anaisninblog.skybluepress.
com/

This seems to be a one-stop shop 
for all your Anais Nin needs: critical 
reviews, important academic links, 
even a blog. The folks at Sky Blue-
Press have done a nice job indeed.

Call for Papers

British and Greek   
Writers in Nazi-         
Occupied Greece 
The International Lawrence Dur-
rell Society invites papers for a 
volume of essays that will focus 
on Greek and British writers, in-
cluding Lawrence Durrell, who 
wrote about World War II in 
Greece.  This volume will be sent 
to a peer-reviewed university 
press or academic journal for pos-
sible publication.

The editor welcomes papers on 
any aspect of World War II in 
Greece, such as Lawrence Dur-
rell’s work, life, and literary circle 
as it relates to World War II; the 
Cretan resistance in the war, 
including writings by and about 
Patrick Leigh Fermor, Xan Field-
ing, and Stanley Moss; articles 
on other topics connected to the 
wartime theme; Greek authors, 
such as George Seferis, and the 
war; the British Information Of-
fice during WWII; and writers’ re-
sponses to authority, patriarchy, 
or gender during a time of war.

Please send completed journal es-
says to Dr. Anna Lillios at Anna@
ucf.edu

DEADLINE January 2, 2017
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Conversations 
with Another 
Ass, or a 
View from 
Pudding 
Island         
by Peter Baldwin

A recent move of  house has meant 
that I have had to put a large quan-
tity of  books into storage, not least 
my collection of  Durrell books and 
Durrelliana. The most treasured – 
rare and signed copies – have moved 
with us. When the rest will move 
is uncertain since we have ‘down-
sized’ to more manageable accom-
modation. While researching for the 
second part of  my two part article 
on Lawrence Durrell’s limited edi-
tion books for the fine press journal 
Parenthesis, I realised the disorder in 
my collection. While the best of  the 
collection are housed in bookcases 
in our new home, there are approxi-
mately 10 bankers boxes of  books 
which contain the rest of  the collec-
tion. Some might be duplicates that 
came with much rarer books in an 
auction job lot. But there are also 
lots of  miscellaneous items – origi-
nal copies of  journals such as Hori-
zon, the London Magazine, Encounter; 
and press clippings; there are travel 
brochures which mention Durrell’s 
time in Corfu and other Mediterra-
nean countries which are now tourist 
destinations.

All are uncatalogued and unlisted, 
though dry and safe in the bankers 
boxes. My research for my second 
Parenthesis essay called for me to lo-
cate a number of  beautifully printed 
letterpress booklets created and 
published by Alan Anderson [1922 
- 2016] at his Tragara Press in Ed-
inburgh. Whilst not directly related 
to my Parenthesis essay, I did turn up 
an interesting connection between 
Durrell and Anderson. I hope that 
this month’s “Pudding Island” will 
give some flavour of  the friendship 
between Durrell and Anderson, who 
not only published Durrell but also 
supplied him with books, an invalu-
able service to Durrell, who at the 
time was living in the relative isola-
tion of  Sommieres.

Neither of  the available biographies 
of  Durrell [MacNiven and Bowker] 
make any reference to Anderson 
in their indices, nor does Brewster 
Chamberlain make any reference in 
his Chronology of  the Life and Times of  
Lawrence Durrell. Using my collection 
as a starting point, I researched the 
genesis of  many of  Durrell’s early 
and/or limited edition books for my 
article “Conon’s Songs from Exile” 
for the journal The Private Library 3.4 
(Winter 1990). I reckon the heyday 
of  my collecting Durrell to the point 
when, as I thought, I had all but the 
rarest items, must have been from 
the late 1970’s until the mid-1990’s. 
I published under my own Delos 
Press imprint a print-off  of  my 
“Conon’s Songs from Exile” essay, 
specially bound in either marbled 
wrappers (the first binding) or in 
green cloth for a later 2012 binding.

In the course of  writing that 1990 
essay, I wrote to Anderson. Ander-
son wrote to me in reply to my let-
ter that he had first met Durrell in 

1963 when he was in Edinburgh at 
festival time. I think that date, 1963, 
is wrong since Brewster’s chronol-
ogy of  Durrell’s life records Durrell 
as attending the Edinburgh Festival, 
if  that was the reason for his visit 
to that city, in 1961. Additionally, 
Anderson wrote that he was able to 
show Durrell a copy of  the literary 
magazine Encounter “published just 
that morning” containing the poem 
“A Persian Lady” which Anderson 
was to print and publish under his 
Tragara Press imprint. That edition 
of  Encounter was published in Sep-
tember 1961. Finally, the inscription 
described below endorses my con-
clusion that Durrell and Anderson 
first met in 1961, not 1963.

All my researches confirm that An-
derson’s first publication of  Durrell’s 
work was the edition he printed in 
just six copies [Anderson to me: 
“There really were only six print-
ed…”]. The outcome is very simple 
in its typography – a single sheet ap-
prox. 38.5 by 25.5 cm, printed letter-
press, as were all the Tragara books. 
By 1963, when this poem was

A copy of The Tree of Idleness, 
inscribed for Alan Anderson by 

Lawrence Durrell, Edinburgh 1961 
“unfair exchange is robbery” LD

More Pudding Island on p. 12



Thirty Years 
Ago in the 
Herald
Selected by Anne Zahlan

 “On Miracle Ground IV is 
now history . . .” proclaims outgo-
ing president Jim Nichols in the 
column that opens the seventh 
issue of The Lawrence Durrell 
Society Herald (15 August  1986).  
The conference organized by Mi-
chael Begnal at Pennsylvania State 
University in the preceding April 
casts its glow over all The Her-
ald’s pages and particularly Ian S. 
MacNiven’s “BRIEF REPORT.” 
Warning his readers not to expect a 
“blow-by-blow of the conference,” 
Ian conveys  much of the spirit of 
the event made particularly miracu-
lous by the presence of Lawrence 
Durrell himself. 

. . . “Where is Penn-
sylvania State Univer-
sity? Will we be any-
where near South Da-
kota?” [Durrell had] 
queried suspiciously. 
Well, yes, he would 
come, “If I don’t croak 
first!” Those fortunate 
enough to have been in 
University Park between 
11 and 13 April know 
that not only did Dur-
rell attend the confer-
ence, but he listened 
attentively to nearly 
all the papers, com-
mented on them pri-
vately to many of the 
panelists, spoke bril-
liantly from the podi-
um, and survived vari-

ous rounds of informal 
conviviality that would 
have destroyed a less 
seasoned campaigner. 

 For Durrell the 
Pennsylvanian sojourn 
began the morning of 
the tenth, with a lei-
surely drive through 
the rolling farmlands 
of the Amish country, 
past Lewisburg, Mifflin-
burg, and Millheim. He 
was delighted by the 
Pennsylvania Dutch ar-
chitecture of the small 
towns, admired the old 
brick fronts, the fili-
greed frame dwellings, 
even the stiff neoclas-
sic bank façades. The 
Nittany Lion Inn on 
the PS campus received 
Durrell with the in-
souciance of an estab-
lishment used to head 
football coaches and 
wealthy returning alum-
ni. “Mr. Durrell? Yes, 
we have your reserva-
tion.” . . . .

 Friday dawned cold, 
and Durrell’s heavy 
overcoat and blue-and-
yellow barred scarf, 
worn with a sedate dark 
suit, became his uni-
form of choice . . . . 
Some speakers found the 
solid attentive form of 
The Author of It All, 
seated usually toward 
the rear of the audito-
rium, somewhat unnerv-
ing. They need not have 
worried. Not once did 
Durrell permit himself 

to say, “That is not 
what I meant at all!” 
even when the modera-
tors invited his com-
ments. Sometimes he re-
plied graciously, “Yes, 
you have twigged it! Of 
course!” Whatever res-
ervations he may have 
had, he seemed pleased 
overall. “This justifies 
what I have tried to 
accomplish.” . . . 

 Of course, Ian provides 
many more details including a de-
scription of Durrell holding sway 
among beautiful women while 
dutiful Durrellians carried on their 
business meeting in an adjoining 
room. Included later in the same 
issue of The Herald is a quota-
tion from an interview with Cécile 
Wajsbrot published in Les Nou-
velles Littéraires for April 1986, 
in which, having commented on 
The Quintet as an “intellectual au-
tobiography,” Durrell proceeds to 
give—with what the interviewer 
describes as “un air malicieux”-- 
his side of the OMG story: 

 Je n’aime pas tel-
lement les Etats-Unis, 
mais il s’est consti-
tué là-bas une Lawrence 
Durrell Society pour 
me vénérer! Alors je 
vais les encourager un 
peu [il en parle d’un 
air malicieux, comme si 
tout cela n’était pas 
bien sérieux]. Le re-
spect, c’est bien la 
première fois que cela 
m’arrive.”
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Upper right and left: Conference panels. Upper center: at the Historical 
Museum of Crete; Center left and bottom left: Chris White and Costas 

Mamalakis at Metohi Katehaki. Both men were veritable encyclopedias of  
information on World War II on Crete. Center right: on the bus for our 

World War II tour. Bottom right: at a taverna for a late lunch.



Pudding Island, cont’d from p. 9

published [as opposed to the meet-
ing between Durrell and Anderson], 
Durrell had made his international  
reputation as a best-selling novelist, 
so this printing is something of  an 
oddity, printed, I suspect, as an ex-
ercise in printing rather than a com-
mercial enterprise to make publisher 
and printer a few extra dollars.

Durrell’s poetry collection The Tree 
of  Idleness was published in 1955 but 
Anderson obviously appreciated 
Durrell’s poetry, not only printing 
“A Persian Lady” but also asking 
Durrell to inscribe Anderson’s own 
copy of  that collection of  poems – 
see the photograph of  the title page 
of  that book included in this essay. 
What was exchanged for the book 
of  poems is not clear – I suspect 
books from Anderson’s stock as an 
antiquarian book dealer, his ‘day 
job’, so to speak.

In 1992, Anderson wrote to me to 
acknowledge my sending him a copy 
of  my  “Conon’s Songs from Exile” 
and sending me “a note (very rough) 
of  Durrell’s reading material over 
what must have been one of  his 
most productive decades of  his life.” 
The list covers books supplied by 
Anderson to Durrell over the years 
1961 to 1971, although the majority 
were supplied in 1961 to 1963.

I have in my collection the original 
of  a letter from Durrell to Anderson 
dated simply ‘Sept  .  i3’ (sic), written 
from the Mazet Michel, Engances, 
Nimes, Gard, France, acknowledg-
ing from Anderson the safe arrival 
of  books, Durrell complaining that  
“[b]ook hunting at long range is a 
dismal business – the books have 
usually been sold by the time you 
write.” I guess this letter was written 
in 1961; the date of  the postmark is 
illegible.

My final ‘exhibit’ from my collec-
tion for this essay is a copy of  the 
1961 German edition [Limes Verlag] 
of  Durrell’s 1948 essay for Horizon 
magazine, again inscribed by Durrell 
to Anderson – see illustration.

Anderson went on to publish two 
more very short collections of  
Durrell’s writing, both beautifully 
presented in letterpress: Lifelines con-
taining the poems “Certain Land-
falls,” “Postmark,” and “Picture of  
Geishas” in an edition of  115; and 
95 copies of  Three Poems of  Cavafy 
which had previously appeared in 
The London Magazine in 1956. Lifelines 
was published by Anderson in 1974, 
Three Poems by Cavafy in 1980.

To conclude, I also have in my col-
lection a scarce pamphlet printed by 
Anderson, albeit with no obvious 
input from Durrell, one of  75 copies 

of  An Index to Lawrence Durrell’s Re-
flections on a Marine Venus. Complied 
by John Talbot White, it does not 
pretend to be a comprehensive in-
dex but “as personal and selective as 
[Durrell’s] own record of  the island, 
reflecting those aspects that one 
reader has found to be a source of  
enduring interest and pleasure.”

I suspect Anderson sold off  his col-
lection of  Durrell books long ago, 
as evidenced by my having two in 
my collection. Further research into 
the friendship, albeit a professional 
one, between author and bookseller/ 
printer and publisher might add an 
interesting perspective to Durrell’s 
reading interests in the 60’s and early 
70’s.

Peter Baldwin
Birmingham, England
October 2016
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Above: Lifelines, as printed 
by Anderson. Below: Durrell’s 
inscription in Anderson’s copy 

of Das Buch vom Es.

Between The Lines: L’écriture 
du déchirement dans la poésie de 

Lawrence Durrell
Isabelle Keller-Privat

ISBN : 978-2-84016-224-7                                                 
2015  Presses de Paris Ouest                                

English/French
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While our opening banquet overlooked the sea, our 
closing banquet overlooked the city of Rethymnon. 

After cocktails and mingling, outgoing President Linda 
Rashidi began a program which included dramatic 

performances of stories by Greek writers, overseen by 
David Roessel, and a reading of the poem “Swimming 

Near El-Alamein” by David Radavich.  

Just a few of the things we love 
about Crete: quiet streets in the 
Old Town of Rethymnon, good 

food, the raki at Metohi Katehaki, 
and colorful tavernas. 
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The Chart Room, cont’d

 Adam Sisman has edited 
a generous selection of  letters 
by Patrick Leigh Fermor entitled 
Dashing for the Post. Recipients 
include Durrell, George Seferis, Xan 
Fielding, Fermor’s phenomenally 
patient publisher Jock Murray, 
and Deborah Devonshire. 
(Correspondence between 
Devonshire and Fermor, you’ll 
remember, appeared in the 2016 
selection In Tearing Haste.) Dashing 
for the Post will be published by John 
Murray, the house of  which Jock 
himself  was Senior Director for 
a quarter of  a century. Sisman, by 
the way, is also the author of  John le 
Carré: The Biography.

 As Durrell waits for his 
ship to depart for Cyprus at the 
beginning of  Bitter Lemons, he writes 
of  one Corvo “flitting like some 
huge fruit-bat” down the “light-
bewitched alleys” of  Venice. You 
probably know that he’s referring 
to the writer Frederick Rolfe, who 
styled himself  Baron Corvo (on the 
most tenuous of  claims) and lived 
sumptuously for a time in the Italian 
city but died miserably there in 1913. 
W.H. Auden called him “one of  
the great masters of  vituperation,” 
and he’s been the subject of  several 
biographies, including A.J.A. 
Symons’ 1934 classic, Quest for Corvo. 
Yet he continues to fascinate, as 
two volumes by Robert Scoble from 
publisher Strange Attractor attest: 
Raven: The Turbulent World of  Baron 
Corvo (2013) and The Corvo Cult 
(2014). (If  you check the online text 
of  Bitter Lemons, by the way, you’ll 
read that Rolfe was “flirting” rather 
than flitting down those alleys—a 
misprint too delicious to ignore!)

 In an interesting coincidence, 
Strange Attractor also publishes 
Lord of  Strange Deaths: The Fiendish 
World of  Sax Rohmer. Edited by 
Phil Baker and Antony Clayton, 
the volume collects a number 
of  essays about Dr. Fu Manchu 
and his creator. In “The Minor 
Mythologies,” published in Deus Loci 
NS7, Durrell argued that along with 
Jeeves, Captain Blood, and several 
other “folk-heroes” of  past decades, 
the evil doctor deserves serious 
critical consideration. Now Strange 
Attractor has done just that.

(Letter, cont’d from p. 2)

but had also organized the pur-
chase and placement of a memorial 
marker to her in Theth, the most 
remote—and beautiful—place I 
have ever been fortunate enough 
to visit.

Working on this issue of The Her-
ald has made me “homesick” for 
Shkoder and Theth, if, indeed, one 
can be homesick for a place one 
has only visited once. A fulfill-
ing and informative On Miracle 
Ground was just the beginning of a 
research holiday chockful of explo-
ration and adventure. I’m grateful 
for this issue for allowing me to 
revisit my amazing journey. 

Please remember, folks, that this 
newsletter is about your interests 
and research. If you have a brief 
note or comment of interest on 
Durrell or have an idea for a longer 
article, please drop me a line at 
pamelajofrancis@gmail.com. I look 
forward to hearing from you—  
Pamela 

More of Andreas’ work. Top: an 
eerie night at Villa Ambron; 

left, light on the Mareotis; 
below: walking in Tatouigh 

Street, Arab Quarter.
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Joan Pinkney

1943-2016 
Many of  us have Facebook accounts; I’m an unabashed user, as it connects me to hundreds of  my former students, 
as well as people I know from other areas of  my life, including, of  course, the Durrell Society. In the past few years, 
I have enjoyed being connected to Joan Pinkney, a lovely and lively Society member I met in Victoria back in 2006. 
We stayed connected, and when Facebook became a thing, we connected there as well. Recently, I noticed a good 
bit of  activity on her Facebook page, and when I went to read the comments, was saddened to read that Joan had 
died of  cancer on September 27, 2016. 

I know some of  you remember Joan and her sister in Alexandria, but she also presented papers at OMG in Avi-
gnon, Corfu, Georgia, Ottawa, and Vancouver. She attended at least one other OMG in which she didn’t present; I 
remember very clearly her enthusiasm and participation at Victoria. 

I have posted the link to Joan’s obituary, but it is clear that she was everything that I--and, I am sure, everyone who 
met her--saw in our first meeting. I met a very kind and generous woman who was clearly intelligent; her obituary 
tells us that she was an active volunteer for food banks, a long-time teacher and mentor, and a creative writer and 
promoter of  local arts. 

All of  these are in keeping with the woman I met only once, but was fortunate enough to get to know somewhat 
better through the occasional card and post on social media. I believe it is totally in keeping with the woman I met 
that she never mentioned her illness, and actively campaigned for social justice and other important matters until 
just a short time before her passing.

Looking through her Facebook page, and as per her family’s wishes, it is apparent that a gift to a local food bank--or 
a donation to the one listed in the obituary below--would be an appropriate way to honor Joan.  

http://www.glendenilson.com/obituary/Joan-Maack-Pinkney/_/1659575

Beautiful, intelligent, 
and kind. 

Joan Pinkney


